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Police vs. Justice: The War Goes On
Most obviously the government is running out of luck.
After their last cover-up fiasco of Carpentras, the police are
all out for another even bigger political scandal: A spiritual
healer whom they accuse of fraud and financing the French
right-wing.
Commissioner Bertrand, in charge of the Fourth Judiciary
section, is a typical leftist and service lickspittle. Without
any sort of legal evidence, the Commissioner attempted to
coerce, by a threatening letter which he sent in person to one
hundred of the former patients for them to sue the Spiritual
healer, or else. In the wake of such an operation, the most
famous journalist in France was arrested just because he
contributed to helping the Spiritual Healer reach television
celebrity fame.... No doubt that, in the mind of the police,
after such unprecedented events, an avalanche of complaints
against the Spiritual Healer sh ould be a done deal!
Unfortunately for them, one year later, the police are still
unsuccessful.
Actually they are worse than unsuccessful since all the
inquiries into the spiritual Healer's accounting could not find
anything fraudulent at all. In the same time period, a support
committee of more than one hundred patients totally healed
by him has arisen spontaneously. And the journalist proved
legally that there has never been anything fraudulent in his
own involvement:
Then the suspicion that the Spiritual Healer was financing
some radical right-wing has now turned into a gigantic joke
since most of the Spiritual Healers' money went to Israel to
support environmentalist organizations. After such a political
fiasco, the Fourth Judiciary Section is called the "Fourth
scumbag brigade" by the French Judges who didn't
appreciate at all the whole machination.
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Worse indeed for the police, the judges have released
horrible information about the investigative magistrate who
is a puppet in the hands of the police: This magistrate is a
fanatical catholic with strong ties with the neo-Nazis who
previously helped the Nazi war criminal, Paul Touvier, to
escape.... Before he undertook a political conspiracy, maybe
the commissioner should have taken a good look at the secret
files of the French political police.

